INTRODUCTION
Endocardium segmentation is an essential step in the diagnosis of cardiac diseases, as it is to picture the geometry of the chambers of the heart. Especially the geometry of left ventricle plays a major role in analyzing Left Ventricular Hypertrophy and its associated diseases. This endocardium segmentation should be more accurate in the language of cardiologist to have a quantitative analysis of the wall thickness, dimension of the heart chambers and volumetric parameters. Many models are available in the literature, out of which Level Set methods and other curve evolution methods have captured their own importance. Active contour models and Chan Vese models have their own priority in the field of image segmentation. The active contour model, also popularly called as snakes, was started with an initial curve around the object to be segmented [1] . The evolving curve has to converge based on energy minimizing model till the exact boundary of the object is attained. Sensitivity to initial conditions and topological changes associated with the evolving curve are the main limitations of snakes. Many methods based on active contour models were proposed; out of which the Level set method [2] captured its own importance. In Level set method, a deformable curve front, called the Level set function, was evolved to the object boundary and it possessed interesting elastic nature. This eliminated the problems related to topological changes. The methods were implemented by obtaining the numerical solution of time dependent Partial Differential equations (PDEs) which governs the evolution of level set function. The gradient of the given image was the main parameter in edge based level set methods [3] . These methods are suitable only for detecting the objects whose edges are defined by gradient. This may lead the evolving curve to pass through the true boundaries.
A general image segmentation model was proposed by Mumford and Shah [4] . In this model, the image is divided into partitions. In each partition, the original image is approximated by a smoothing function. An optimal segmentation is obtained by minimizing the Mumford Shah functional. This functional was later effectively minimized and solved by Chan and Vese by using Level set functions [5] . The authors utilized global region information into the Mumford Shah functional for providing a strong stabilization to topological variations. This Chan Vese model proved to be an effective segmentation as it used global image statistics and level set function. The initial Chan Vese model suffered from certain limitations. It provides poor image segmentation for intensity inhomogeneity images. It becomes time consuming if periodical re-initialization step is adopted. The most important limitation is the placement of initial contour in the image to be segmented. The segmentation results may vary and increase the computational load based on the initial contour position.
Many researches have been carried out to solve the limitations of Chan Vese Model. This has provided a gateway for multiphase level set formulation proposed by Chan and Vese [6] . This has involved computational complexity and required the placement of initial contour near the boundary. Models have been developed without solving the PDEs to reduce the computational load [7, 8] . But they are still sensitive to the selection and location of initial curves. To provide effective segmentation on intensity inhomogeneity images, new works were proposed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which minimized the sum of region based information and local energy. All the proposed works suffer from computational complexity and position of initial contours. A new initialization curve was proposed [16] , in which the initial curve is found based on the fidelity term. The method was a failure as it was time consuming and one dimensional search method. Another initial contour was generated by connecting the edge points obtained by canny detector and morphological filter [17] . But the method was effective only for simple images. Recently, a new method called Local Chan Vese model has been proposed [18] in which the energy functional has been updated with new parameters. These have worked well for intensity inhomogeneity images, but still sensitive to the position of initial contour.
This paper has worked on a new initialization procedure for segmentation using Local Chan Vese Model. The initial contour, called the Radial Fitting Curve is generated using Gauss Law [19] and fitting of this initial contour to the exact endocardium boundary is done using Local Chan Vese Model. This Endocardium delineation will be helpful in the parametric analysis needed for the diagnosis of Eccentric Hypertrophy and Concentric Hypertrophy. It has to be stressed that the work is proposed to promote automatic segmentation and reduce computational complexity.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the generation of Radial Charge Fitting Curve from Gauss Law. The Local Chan Vese Model and its implementation on 2D Echocardiography image are explained in section 3. The results and the discussion are illustrated in section 4. The conclusion and future work is given in section 5. This work proceeds with an optimistic hope of invoking the importance of electric field in Image segmentation.
RADIAL CHARGE FITTING CURVE
A conductor that is charged is said to be in equilibrium, and it forces the charge accumulation to the surface of the conductor. This charge accumulation on the surface of the conductor can be identified by the estimation of electric field intensity that is quantified. The proposed method of initial curve is an approach based on Gauss Law. A seed point is selected within the endocardium, and the regions of endocardium are included until the surface of endocardium is reached. This work is based on the assumption that endocardium is analogous to a conductor. The generation of initial contour is done with certain hypotheses Hypothesis 1: The chambers are Gaussian surfaces and the surfaces are surrounded by charge accumulation (Endocardium borders) as shown in Fig.1 .
Fig.1. Arbitrary Surface in Electrostatic Equilibrium
Hypothesis 2: The Gaussian surfaces are the charged conductors in electrostatic equilibrium. Hence the Electric Field Intensity inside the conductor (chamber) is zero.
Any arbitrary location is selected in each of the Gaussian surface (chamber), and a search is made by traversing point by point radially inside the surface. In accordance with the Gauss law, the electric field intensity should be zero if charge is absent inside the Gaussian surface [20] [21] [22] . Quantified electric field intensity is attained on the Gaussian surface as it is closer to the conductor surface.
The Electric Field Intensity at any point can be deduced by using a modified equation for Electric Field intensity. This equation is used as a general case.
where
where, q represents the charge and d represents the Euclidean distance between the points (xn, yn) and (xn+1, yn+1) along the path. The above equation is a general equation for charge exploration. The electric field intensity is calculated in each point inside the endocardium. As it is a region of low intensity, the pixel values are very low, which is analogous to a charge free region. The endocardium region is divided into 4 regions and search for charge is done from point to point, either straight or radially. This evolves out as a curve closer to the boundary of the endocardium. The procedure for Radial Charge Fitting Curve is as follows: 1. Start from any seed point (xn, yn) 2. Move along the radial path by finding the Electric Field Intensity (E) 3. Check the value of Electric Field Intensity (E). If E ≠ Eq (Quantified Electric Field Intensity), move to next point for charge exploration 4. Continue the same until the charge point (q) is attained 5. Return to the selected seed point (xn, yn) 6. Move to the next point along the width (w) 7. Repeat steps (2) to (6) 8. Repeat steps (2) to (7) 
The above Eq. (3) to Eq.(10) represent the calculation needed for traversing in the path of Cycle I and Cycle II. R1+ and R2+ represent the upper plane and R1-and R2-indicate the lower plane in the cycles as shown in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) . The Euclidean distances are represented by d1 and d2 for Cycle I, and d3 and d4 for Cycle II. The value r represents the radial steps taken towards charge exploration qp. Each path is traced in a radial manner for a fixed value of n until the conquer of the charge point qp. Cycle III:
Cycle IV:
The above Eq. (11) to Eq.(18) represent the calculation needed for traversing in the path of Cycle III and Cycle IV. R3+ and R4+ represent the right side plane and R3-and R4-indicate the left side plane in the cycles as shown in Fig.2(c) and Fig.2(d) . The Euclidean distances are represented by d5 and d6 for Cycle III, and d7 and d8 for Cycle IV. The values r1 and r2 represents the radial steps taken towards charge exploration qp. Each path is traced in a radial manner for a fixed value of n until the conquer of the charge point qp. The Table. 1 shows the execution time of the proposed curve. The proposed Radial fitting curve is insensitive to the selection of seed point. This is an Automated Endo fitting curve used as a preliminary step for endocardium segmentation [19] .
LOCAL CHAN VESE MODEL & ITS IMPLEMENTATION
This model is a segmentation technique based on the techniques of curve evolution, local statistical function and level set method. The energy functional is based on three terms namely global term, local term and regularization term. The energy functional is given by Eq. (19) ,
The Global term is included to represent the global information which is given by Eq. (20), As the medical images suffer from intensity inhomogeneity problem, local statistical characteristics are considered in the local term. The local term is given by Eq. (21),
To regularize the length of the evolving curve and to control the penalty on the curve, the regularization term is included. It is given by Eq. (22) The initial contour for the segmentation procedure is initiated with a seed point selection in the endocardium. The procedure is continued with the numerical implementation of Local Chan Vese Model. For each chamber, a seed point initialization is needed and the evolution of the generated curve stops with the endocardium boundary. The implementation of the method is given in the flowchart given in Fig.3 .
The Local Chan Vese Model is applied after the generation of initial contour through Radial Charge Fitting Curve. The parameters α and β are set as 1 and the results are obtained. The level set function is evolved using the specified equations and the termination criterion is checked after each evolution. If the contour has reached the endocardium boundary, the curve evolution is stopped and hence the endocardium chamber is segmented in minimal iterations.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
About 136 Apical gray scale sequences of different volunteers were collected from GE Vivid 7 Ultrasound machinery. The simulations of these Echocardiographic images were performed in MatlabR2012, on a personal computer with Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2.93GHz, 2GB Random Access Memory (RAM). The Echocardiography images are prone to speckle noise and artifacts. The speckle noise is removed using an Entropy based filter [23, 24] in order to enhance the edges and improve the visibility of the weak echo image. The noise removal helps in illuminating the latent anatomical facts of the echocardiography image. This image is subjected to segmentation using Local Chan Vese Model after the initial contour generation through Radial Charge fitting curve. The proposed Radial Fitting Curve followed by segmentation using Local Chan Vese Model is shown below for different echocardiography images.
The Fig.4, Fig.5 , Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the results obtained using the proposed curve generation followed by segmentation using Local Chan Vese Model. The methods have been implemented on different echocardiography images and a few results are shown here. The segmentation results are obtained using minimal iterations.
The Table. 2 shows the iterations, execution time and time complexity for radial fitting curve and other existing models. It is exemplified that the time complexity is only O(n) for Radial charge fitting curve and is higher for other models. The iterations needed to generate radial fitting curve is also very low when compared to other models. All these beneficiary facts make radial fitting curve to be more appropriate in using for endocardium segmentation. The Fig.8 shows the segmentation results obtained using the Local Chan Vese model with the triangular initial contour. In this existing model the initial contour is placed at the bottom of the region to be segmented. This initial contour has to evolve and reach the boundary after many iterations which increases the computational load. The iterations needed for segmentation is shown in Table. 3. The number of pixels near boundary is measured based on Euclidean distance and is indicated in the Table. 3. The segmented results can be utilized for the parametric analysis of the Left ventricle. 
CONCLUSION
Segmentation of Echocardiography images plays a vital role in providing a quantitative aid for the medical experts. Many anatomical defects related to the cardiac function can be explicitly analyzed with good segmentation of the region of interest. With the aim of providing a quantitative description of endocardium segmentation using Local Chan Vese Model with Radial Charge Fitting Curve is proposed. Radial charge fitting curve is an automated endo fitting curve which provides a closed contour near the endocardium boundary with least Euclidean distance. The results are obtained for various Echocardiography images and few results are exhibited. The results have proved to provide better segmentation results with less computational load and the order of time complexity is also explained. This endocardium segmentation can be used to analyze Left ventricle mass, volume and other dimensions for diagnostic aid. This can be a prior process to measure the parameters needed for quantification of Left Ventricular Hypertrophy, a chronic cardiac disease.
